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China
China is surrounded by the Gobi Desert 
on the northwest, the Himalayan 
Mountains on the southwest and the 

natural barriers allowed China to stay 
isolated from the rest of the world for 
many years and develop a civilization 
without much contact with other 
cultures. In recent years, China has 

culture. In 2008, China hosted the 

capital city.
The largest river in China is called 

the Yangtze River, and the country’s 
largest city, Shanghai, is found at 
the river’s mouth. Another important 
river is the Huàng Hè or Yellow River. 
It is also called the River of Sorrows 

built what is now the world’s oldest and longest canal. It connects 
the Huàng Hè and Yangtze rivers and is 1,114 miles long. It is still an 

important waterway today.
China has the world’s largest 

population, with more than 1.3 billion 
people. That creates a great need 
to supply energy to so many people. 
The Chinese built the world’s largest 

Called the Three Gorges Dam, more than 

foot tall dam and created a reservoir 
that extends nearly 400 miles. The 

hundreds of cities, towns, villages and 
archaeological sites, so not everyone 
agrees the dam was a good idea.

Find Tibet on the map. China has 
controlled Tibet since the 1950s. This 
is a source of tension, because Tibetans 

want independence from Chinese rule. To bring more Chinese to the 
Tibetan area, the Chinese built the world’s highest railway to the 
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Use any color to circle or highlight three sentences 
in which the author used punctuation to separate 



Chinese Writing

The Forbidden City

Zheng He: Ancient Explorer 
Zheng He was born 
in 1371 and became 
the most famous 
explorer of 
ancient China. 
Zheng He 
lived at a 
time when the 
Ming emperors 
of China wanted to 
learn about the world 
outside of China. Zheng 
He was an educated 
man who spoke 
several languages. 
He also knew 
a lot about world 
geography. The emperor 
asked Zheng He to 

27,000 men—sailors, soldiers, artisans, interpreters 

Zheng He brought back ivory, timber, pearls and 
some very unique animals Chinese people had never 
seen before. He brought lions, ostriches, zebras, 
leopards and even a giraffe. 

Zheng He went on seven ocean voyages in his 
lifetime, traveling to the lands of India, Africa and 
Vietnam. He held the title “Admiral of the Western 
Seas.”

Some people say Zheng He may have crossed the 

decades before Columbus. In 1433, Zheng He died 

this famed explorer was buried at sea. After Zheng 
He died, a new emperor declared there would be no 
more sea voyages and had all ships destroyed. The 
emperor also forbade anyone to build new ships. 
China’s trading and contact with other lands came to 
an end. This isolation lasted for many years.

made of silk was very expensive, and bamboo, another material 
often used, was too heavy. Around A.D. 105, a man named Ts’ai 
Lun discovered something else that could be used for writing. He 
found a way to make paper from tree pulp. Ts’ai Lun soaked chopped 
pieces of mulberry tree bark in water. Then he mashed it up, 
pressed it to remove most of the water and let it dry in the sun. His 
inexpensive writing material was a big 
hit. Eventually, other things 

nets replaced the tree bark. 

and bamboo canes were all used 
to make paper. The Chinese kept 
the knowledge of how to 
make paper a secret 
for hundreds of 
years. In fact, it 
took about 500 
years for this 
idea to reach 
Europe. 

How was silk discovered? 
Legend says that Chinese Empress Lei-Tzu 

accidentally discovered silk. While she drank tea 
under the shade of a mulberry tree, a cocoon fell 
into her teacup. The strands unraveled as she took 
out the cocoon. Garment makers began to create 

the very wealthy wore silk garments. 
For almost 2,500 years, only the Chinese knew 

how to make silk fabric. Maybe this was because 
the penalty was death for anyone who told the 
secret of how silk was made. Eventually, the secret 
got out. In A.D. 440, a Chinese princess supposedly 
smuggled out silkworms in her hairpiece. In A.D. 
550, two monks took silkworm eggs out of China in 
their walking canes. Why do you think the Chinese 
wanted to keep silk to themselves? Would you have 
tried smuggling silkworms knowing you would be put 
to death if you were caught? 

Paper Making 



  Name ______________________________________

ACROSS
3. ancient explorer of China
5. home to 24 emperors
6. longest structure ever built
7. animal brought to China by Zheng He
9. a danger on the Silk Road
10. material used to make ancient compass

DOWN
1. new writing system in China
2. Chinese picture writing symbols
4. network of trade routes between China and 

lands to the west
8. used to make silk

Here’s your chance to be a 
philosopher. Read the article about 
Confucius. Choose one of the quotes 

by this famous ancient philosopher and write a paragraph 
to explain what it means. Then, come up with your own 
statement about something you believe is true and write 
a paragraph to explain your thinking. Remember to check 
your writing for proper spelling, grammar and punctuation.

Follow the directions below to make paper and ink 
similar to those used in ancient China. Then try your 
hand at writing Chinese characters.

To make paper
Cut up some newspaper and tissues and soak them 

in warm water. Use a blender and make a pulp. Place 
the pulp on a screen and use a sponge to press out the 
extra water. Transfer the pulp from the screen to a 
piece of fabric and mold into a rectangle. Allow the 
pulp to dry completely. Carefully remove the fabric, 
and you have paper!

To make lampblack ink
Materials

Hold a lit candle under a porcelain plate until a 
good amount of carbon soot forms. Next, stir some 

Use a cotton swab as a writing instrument.
Here are some Web sites that will help you learn 

animation of how to draw several different characters:

http://www.china-family-adventure.com/chinese-
writing-symbols.html#.U3PQES_c3Tw

http://www.china-family-adventure.com/chinese-
writing-symbols.html

pdf/Chinese_calligraphy_number_poster.pdf

Ancient Chinese Writing

Confucius said, “Seal your mouth 
three times before speaking.” He also 
said, “By nature, people are pretty much 
alike—it is learning and practice that 
sets us apart.” 

of the Chinese wise man. Born as Kong 
Qiu in 551 B.C., Confucius became 
a famous philosopher. He was also 
taught that one must respect those in 
authority, such as government leaders, 
teachers and parents. He believed the 

needs of society and family should 
come before one’s own needs. He 
thought the best way to live one’s life 
could be summed up this way: “Do unto 
others as you would have others do 
unto you.” 

Confucius

Tree Grass Dog

As you read this week’s lesson, circle or highlight 
all proper nouns with any color pen or highlighter. 

answers and get ready for this week’s test.


